HOW TO CULTIVATE
POSITIVE BEHAVIORS
WITH ADHD

ADHD & Behavior

When one can self-regulate and exhibit
positive behaviors, it leads to stronger
relationships with others, less stress,
greater happiness, and improved
learning capacity.

Individuals with ADHD are often said to have "behavior problems".
They can be impulsive, throw tantrums, say inappropriate things,
and refuse to do activities they don't want to do.
These behaviors can be difficult for parents, partners, and teachers
to deal with. However, it is import to understand that these
individuals don't desire to "be bad" or oppositional. ADHD and weak
executive function makes it difficult for them to initiate tasks, control
impulsivity, and regulate emotions.

There are strategies you can employ to help
decrease conflict and
improve positive behaviors.

PLAY ATTENTION

Do You Ever Wonder...
Is my ADHD child, student, or
spouse just difficult to get
along with?
Am I the cause of negative
behaviors in my ADHD child,
spouse, or student?
Are the negative behaviors
caused by a combination of
myself and my ADHD child,
spouse, or students?
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Our Brains are Wired to Recognize Patterns
No matter what the cause, it is important to remember:
Improving sensitivity and responsiveness toward ADHD children and
adults to facilitate their success not only improves behavioral
outcomes but these individuals tend to live up to higher expectations.
In order to change our own response, we must consider why we feel
the way we do about negative behaviors.

The brain is an
expert at pattern
recognition. For
example, we see
faces in clouds.

Our brain has evolved to recognize patterns. It is fundamental to being
human to recognize negative behaviors.
The brain is wired to do this. Why?
Our ancient ancestors were faced with
many negative behaviors from either
people or animals. Those who paid
attention to those behaviors survived
longer than those who ignored them
because negative behaviors could be
dangerous especially when
encountering a saber-tooth tiger or
opponent with a club.
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Negative Behaviors Leave Lasting Imagery in our Brains
Pattern recognition has been wired into our brains over millions of years. This
is why negative behaviors leave lasting imagery in our brains.
When we experience negative behaviors from our child, spouse, or partner,
they leave lasting images on the brain.

We feel:
Irritated
Disrespected
Unjustly Confronted
Fearful

Our brain recognizes those negative
behaviors and our ancestral part of
that brain gives them a specific
attribute.
Therefore, we start perceiving the
other person who does this to us as a
threat or as an annoyance anytime
they approach us.
This often leads to us having an
immediate negative response to that
person regardless of the current
situation. Our immediate response
then leads to more negative
consequences.
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Changing Our Responses/Reactions
in order to Improve Behavior
If we continue to respond using the wiring of our ancestral brains, this
negatively affects our relationship with that person. If we do not change
our response to that individual, it will be very difficult to teach that person
positive behaviors.

In order to improve
behavioral
outcomes, it is
imperative that we
change our
responsiveness and
sensitivity to that
person.
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Positive responses
elicit Good Outcomes

We can cultivate our personal sensitivity and responsiveness toward ADHD
children and adults by intentionally trying to facilitate their success. This will not
only improve behavioral outcomes, but these individuals tend to live up to higher
expectations.
We must be understanding, have appropriate responses that elicit good
outcomes, set structure to add order to our lives, and encourage reflection to help
develop self-monitoring.
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Steps You Can Take Today

Cultivating Positive Behaviors

• Understanding The Cause
• Providing Appropriate Response
• Setting Structure
• Encouraging Reflection
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Step #1: Understanding The Cause
When an ADHD individual exhibits negative behaviors, it is important to
consider the cause. Understanding the cause of the behavior will help you
develop an appropriate response.
Often times, we immediately feel that the "bad" behavior is a result of them
simply trying to get attention or being obstinate. However, could there be
more to it? Could the behavior be a result of weak executive function?

Obstinate?

Or Weak Executive Function?
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Executive Function in Behavior

Executive function is a
term used to describe the
brain as a corporation.
In a corporation, the
executives are the
persons responsible for
planning, organizing, and
prioritizing tasks

Executive functions are the mental processes
that enable us to:
Reason
Organize
Plan
Focus attention
Remember instructions
Juggle multiple tasks successfully
If one does not have cognitive control or
strong executive function, it is difficult to self
regulate therefore leading to more negative
behaviors.
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Cognitive Contro/ / Executive Function
We are not born with these abilities. They are developed as we develop
relationships with our parents, our teachers, and have other life experiences.
In other words, WE LEARN THEM.

Strong Executive Function vs. Weak Executive Function
Research has shown that good executive function is highly correlated to
success in life and happiness in life.
Weak executive function has also been shown to result in higher stress
levels, anxiety, general dissatisfaction with life in general.

Developing executive function is indeed
cultivating positive behaviors.
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Step #2: Providing Appropriate Responses
Emotional responses
to “bad” behavior are
counterproductive.
People with ADHD, especially
children, learn that bad
behavior results in undivided
attention and high emotions.
This is affirming to them and
may encourage similar
behaviors to continue to
occur.
Most people want to receive
positive attention – but if
negative attention is easier to
get, they’ll take it!

Weak executive function may lead to unintentional behaviors.
Remember weak executive function causes
difficulties with impulse control, emotion
regulation, and self monitoring.
It may seem that the behavior was intentional
when it was not intentional. You will often see
this in your child or partner when they
immediately understand that what they just
did was inappropriate, but they were unable
to put on the “mental brakes” fast enough to
stop the behavior.
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React in a Different Way

Try to respond to negative behaviors with calmness and clarity instead of
high emotions. This may mean you need to step away for just a moment to
collect yourself, and then respond.
If the negative behavior is mild, such as whining or loud noises, it may be
best to not react at all. Often times simply ignoring the behavior that is
designed just to get your attention or elicit an emotional response will
result in stopping the behavior.

This does not mean you should ignore all
situations. Many times, negative
behaviors cannot be ignored, you simply
need to address the situation in a more
productive way.

Praise positive behaviors
and efforts
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Step #3: Setting Structure
A review of 50 years of research on family routines found:
“All children, no matter their age, are better able to
regulate their behavior when families follow a
predictable routine.”

Structured routines around the morning, bedtime,
and meal time should be established.
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Benefits of Structure
VeryWellMind Outlines The Benefits of Structure:
• "Provides external control: The symptoms of ADHD lead to problems with selfcontrol. As a result, children with ADHD need more external controls (i.e.,
structure) to help them manage symptoms.
• Fewer conflicts: Structure can help minimize arguments and family stress while
improving behavior.
• Builds skills and habits: Many children can structure their chores, schedules,
and activities and develop good habits independently. However, for a child with
ADHD, this is a much more complex undertaking because of how the disorder
functions.
Applies to the whole family:
Having structure in the
home means that everyone
follows the routine. This
prevents the child with
ADHD from feeling singled
out. Children learn to set
aside the same block of
time to complete their
homework or establish a
bedtime and morning
routine.

• Builds a foundation for success: Structure also helps children succeed, which
builds self-esteem. Without this, children's beliefs that they are disorganized,
forgetful, or always late are reinforced. When you build in external controls at
home, you are helping your child to experience more success. You're also
teaching them good habits and skills along the way."
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Step #4: Encouraging Reflection

Taking time to reflect on how your
behavior affects others is an important
part of the learning process.

Consider Question Prompts: How do my actions, what I say or
what I do, affect others? What could I do differently? What did
I say or do recently that made another person happy?
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Reflection Tips
How to Reflect When Good and “Bad” Behaviors Occur
Provide time for reflection
soon after the behavior
occurred.
Discuss what the behavior
was.
Ask how the behavior
affected others.
Inquire how the behavior
made them feel afterwards.
Ask if the behavior was the
appropriate response.
If no, then what could they
have done differently.
If it was a negative behavior,
do they need to apologize?
Is there anything else they
can do now to correct the
situation?
If the behavior was positive
provide a lot of specific
praise.
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Reflection Tips

Reflection is important for both children and
adults.
You can reflect verbally with another individual
or use a journal to write your thoughts.
You can incorporate role playing to practice a
new, more appropriate behavior.

Sometimes your
pet can be your
greatest listener.
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Play Attention
Can help you
develop Strong
Executive Function
at any age!

Remember:
Developing
Executive Function
is Cultivating
Positive Behaviors

Strenthen Executive Function and Self-Regulation

We Help You Cultivate
Positive Behaviors by
Getting to the Root Cause
and Strengthening
Executive Function.
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PLAY ATTENTION
DIRECTLY AFFECTS
AND TEACHES
COGNITIVE CONTROL /
EXECUTIVE FUNCTION.

Start a Customized Neurocognitive Training Plan with Play Attention
Improve Cognitive Control
Play Attention directly affects and teaches cognitive control/executive function. First, each
game is specially designed to teach a cognitive skill directly related to improving cognitive
control. These include finishing tasks in a reasonable time, attention control, short-term
memory, discriminatory processing, and many more. Secondly, the challenge of each game
is algorithmically designed to require more attention as one plays. If that challenge is met,
the game continues. If the challenge is not met, the game returns to the player’s last best
attention state. This challenge cycle repeats throughout play. It provides success, but no
failure. Lastly, each game produces increased challenge through both complexity and
distraction as one progresses. In essence, Play Attention provides increased challenge—just
enough to allow the player to improve without becoming anxious. It provides more than
enough challenge to master cognitive control.

Play Attention can help! Play Attention is specifically designed to strengthen the
cognitive skills that lay the foundation for strong executive function.

Our NASA inspired technology and cognitive exercises improve executive function
and self-regulation. Each program includes a Lifetime Membership and a Personal
Executive Function Coach to customize your plan along the way.
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Click here to schedule your free
1:1 consultation
to discuss a customized executive
function training plan for you!

Start Your
Play Attention
Program Today!
CALL 800-788-6786
WWW.PLAYATTENTION.COM
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